
300 
congressional meetings

1,500-person march 
to Save Our Students

WHAT’S 
NEXT?

Momentum broaden reach fuel the progress
We enter 2024 with momentum 

and a new bill, Sen. Heinrich's 

GOSAFE Act, which has our 
full support.

Help this work continue!


Donate today.

We will continue to activate more 
voices and advocate on the Hill. It 

has been 20 years since the assault 
weapons ban expired and Americans 

want to end mass shootings.

With contributions from members of Congress 

on both sides of the aisle, we created a policy 

proposal to unite Congress and Americans.

we wrote a bill

visited all 535

members of congress.

th is is all possible w ith  your support

we hosted in person events across 6 stAtes:   CA, CO, IL , N J, NY, TN

“
Thank you for participating!

We love your feedback:

Thank you for providing a place where we can turn 

our anxiety into action and make a difference!

“ Thank you for your strong leadership.

MF has taught me so much and given me the confidence 
to discuss ending mass shootings.

your voices

our team

GREW
Our volunteer led organization has expanded 
to over 180 volunteers. Your support has also 
allowed us to hire 4 contractors, these 
longtime volunteers can now work in a more 
full-time capacity to drive our mission forward.

Year 2 :  We continued  to work  toward  end ing mass shootings by  emphasiz ing the importance


of participation in all forms and  maintaining consistent pressure on l awmakers.

2023 year in review

Our Instagram followers increased to 

57,000+ 
more people = more influence

Influenced a Senate Judiciary Committee 

hearing --  THE GUN VIOLENCE EPIDEMIC:


A PUBLIC HEALTH CRISIS --with testimony 

from a MF medical subcommittee physician.

We received 
donations 
from 46 states.

Our sister organization,

Aftermath, officially launched
to connect and support survivors, & spread awareness of the 
ripple effect that mass shootings have on communities.

Elizabeth Banks signed on as our 1st 

celebrity ambassador.
Our PSA won 
an Emmy!

161 donors
are showing their commitment to our 
mission with monthly or quarterly gifts.

https://fundraise.givesmart.com/form/DI87uQ?vid=zf4ut

